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DELRIN SHIFTER ASSEMBLY BUSHINGS  

for 00-09 VOLVOS 
 
 
 
 
Directions for installation  

INCLUDED in package: 
● 4 Delrin bushings (with hips) 
● 4 Delrin washers 

 

NEEDED TO INSTALL: 

● 1/4 or 3/8" drive rachet 
● socket set 
● Torx driver set 
● Flathead screwdriver 
● Red or Blue Locktite 

 
Overview of Instructions (These instructions cover V70, V70R, XC70, S60 and S60R so please 
refer to the correct diagrams below for guidance) 
  
1. Remove pen holder, remove trim from the base of shifter as depicted for your car in the 

diagrams below. 
2. Remove the center console so that you can get to the base of the shifter assembly. 

You only need to get to the 4  bolts at the base of the assembly and be able to 
remove the rubber bushings from the shifter assembly so don't remove any more of the 
console than needed.  Refer to diagrams of your car for locations of bolts and clips .  

3. Once you have access to the assembly; remove the four bolts that hold it to the drive 
train/exhaust tunnel. Pry out the Rubber bushings from the base of the assembly. You 
will need to pry hard as the rubber is fairly stiff.  

4. Place the 4 Delrin Bushings with the hips under the shifter assembly so that it is sitting 
on them. Place the 4 Delrin washers on top of the assembly and reinstall the bolts 
through them and the assembly then apply locktite to end of bolts and tighten bolts to 
about 10 ft lbs or just enough to get the assembly secured.  

5. Reassemble center console and shifter trim!  
 
 
  



 
REMOVING TRIM AND CONSOLE ON 70 SERIES 

 
 

 
 
 



REMOVING TRIM AND CONSOLE ON XC70 SERIES  

 

 
 



REMOVING TRIM AND CONSOLE ON V70R and S60R 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
REMOVING THE ASSEMBLY BOLTS and BUSHINGS ON ALL MODELS  

 



 
If you have any questions or problems with this product, or if you need help please contact 
me at snabb.performance.parts@gmail.com 
www.snabb.us             
http://twitter.com/snabb_us 


